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Students fight
for funding
Learning to lobby legislature
BY NANCY FONG

spartan Daily Staff writer
SACRAMENTO "The battle lines are drawn," said Assemblywoman Marguerite ArchieHudson, D-Los Angeles, to a
group of CSU and UC students in
the state capitol last weekend.
"You are real aware of the fact
that the governor has said that for
the third year in a row you are
going to bear a major increase in
fees."
At the opening session of a
three-day conference sponsored
by the California State Student
Association (CSSA) and the University of California Student
Association (UCSA), ArchieHudson urged students to "stay
involved" in the political process,
saying it will impact their futures.
"Students are notorious for
getting real excited" about creating change in the short-term and
then not carrying tnrough, she
said. "What will happen this year
will depend a great lot on what
you as students do," she said.
College student activists from
across the state took heed of the
assemblywoman’s words. In
response, they united to devise
political strategies in anticipation
of the ever-shrinking slice of the
budget pie and the higher fees
that will likely ensue for the third
year in a row.

According to event organizers,
the joint CSSA and UCSA legislative conference was the largest in
the event’s history, with an estimated 600 students in attendance
at the Saturday conference.
The increasing numbers reflect
the growing concern of students
over the burgeoning crisis in
higher education in California,
according to Liz Fenton, CSSA
executive director.
Students were in Sacramento
to network with other students,
attend issue sessions on the state
budget, financial aid, the state’s
Master Plan and CSU board of
trustees reform. But most significantly, students were there to
learn the lobbying skills needed
to push for changes and to
address the legislature’s apparent
lack of political will to fight for
higher education in California.
Kofi Weusi-Puryear, an SJSU
computer science graduate student, wanted to establish some
"real" contact with members of
the legislature and hoped to network and elicit some "real
promises" from state lawmakers.
Archie-Hudson
stressed
greater student participation.
"The governor takes the position that higher education in California is the best bargain and
that if-you (students) would just

Spartan Daily Stan Writer
"Sorry, you are not eligible to
register for this class because you
don’t meet the requirements."
This is the message students
might hear when registering for
some general education courses
this fall using touch-tone registration.
Beginning in fall 1993, all
juniors and seniors must pass the
Writing Skills Test (WST) before
registering for 90 percent of any
of the advanced general education courses.
The WST will be offered twice
before the fall semester. The first
is on April 27 and the other is on
lune 26.
"Students who have not taken
WST must do that right awayr
;aid Cynthia Margolin, the asso-
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GE courses to
require a test
BY NASER IDEIS

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARC10 J. SANCHEZ SPECIAL TO THE

Instructor James Muro, top, demonstrates jujitsu as part of the martial arts fair held Friday and Saturciay in the Spartan Complex.
The fair was organized by SJSU’s Center of International Sports, the Chinese American Culture Center and Pioneer Interstate, Inc.

ciate dean for undergraduate
studies.
"This will affect all continuing
students who want to register for
any of the advanced general education courses," she said. "We are
worried that some students will
not take the WST, and they will
not figure it out until they go to
the touch-tone registrationr
Touch-SJSU will block students at junior standing and
above from registering for some
classes unless they have passes the
WST. The April 27 test is the last
available before touch-tone registration begins.
Students can use touch-tone
registration to sign up for the
April 27 test or "otherwise by the
time they take the (June 26) test,
students will have to wait until
See REQUIREMENTS Page 4

Martial arts masters show
students it’s all in the mind
BY THEODORE SCHMIDT

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Flying knives and aerial kicks
were just a few of the sights at the
Martial Arts Fair sponsored by the
human performance department
and Tiger Claw last weekend.
The look of determination on the
faces of the performers exceeded
normal levels of concentration. In
some of the demonstrations balance
and continuity combined to express
the grace and precision of the art.
Junior Young Cho, a radio and
television major, said, "I find martial
arts fascinating. Watching other
forms you find a little of every other
form in them."
"The martial arts are based on the
mind," said Cho, who holds a black
belt in tae kwon do, "Without a
strong mind you can’t do anything.
Martial arts has given me more confidence in school as well as selfdefense. It makes you become more
focused and helps to clear your
mind."

CHRISMNA MACIAS SPAFfTAN DAILY

Zhi-hua Hao demonstrates martial arts with the
double broad sword during the fair on Friday.

A pedestrian hit again

So what does the A.S. do?

BY TORREY WEBB

BY MINERVA PANLILIO

Spartan Daily Stan Writer

Michael Morgan gets first aid from a San Jose fireman on Monday.

The highest level of success one
can attain in most forms of the martial arts is a ninth degree black belt
and many of the instructors at the
fair had attained that level.
There were demonstrations of
tests a person has to pass in order to
progress from one level to another,
such as the breaking of strategically
placed boards for tae kwon do, as
well as the stress release of taiji.
Aikido was one of the arts on display at the fair as well. Aikido, the
way of spiritual harmony, teaches
respect and humility.
Rainer Mariano, a junior doublemajoring in English and anthropology, said he went to the fair to watch
the other forms displayed.
"Taking aikido is one of the best
things I have ever done for myself. It
makes you a better person internally
first. Without a good sense of self
you cannot progress in martial arts.
The focus is non-violent and aikido
doesn’t require a lot of muscular
See MARTIAL ARTS, Page 4

East San Carlos Street
was the scene of yet
another accident involving a pedestrian being hit
by a motorist.
According to Lt. l3ruce
Lowe of the University
Police Department, the
accident, which wa.s
reported at 11:29 a.m.
Monday, happened when
a pedestrian, Michael
Morgan, was hit by a
truck driven by Jose
Villa.
UPD responded by
stabilizing the victim and
directing traffic. Morgan
was then rushed to the
San Jose Medical Center

emergency room.
Morgan, who was
unavailable for comment, did not suffer critical
injuries.
Cherie
Decker, nursing supervisor at the San Jose Medical Center, said the victim was treated for cuts
and bruises and released
at 2:20 p.m.
This is the second
accident this semester
involving a pedestrian
being hit by a vehicle on
San Carlos Street. The
San Jose City Council
will vote later this year
on whether to permanently close the street,
which runs through
campus.

spartan Daily Staff Writer

"Nada, zippo, zilch," SJSU
accounting major Jose Geronimo
said when asked if he knew anything
about Associated Students, SJSU’s
student government..
"In general, I take it that they deal
with student activities and look after
student concerns," said Guy Barel, a
management information systems
major. "Specifically, though, I don’t
know what they do."
With the elections right around
the corner, students like Geronimo
and Barel are wondering exactly what
A.S. does so they’ll have a better idea
of who to vote for in next week’s election.
The International Food Bazaars,
Wednesday Nite Cinema and
Amphitheater concerts are all sponsored by A.S. If a club on campus

needs money, it applies to A.S. These
are just a few examples of what A.S.
does.
The student government is divided into three branches: executive, legislative and judicial.
The president, vice-president, and
controller make up the executive
branch.
"Almost every spare minute you
can catch me in the A.S. office," A.S.
President Todd Layering said about
his hectic schedule as president.
The president is responsible for
executing all legislation and coordinating the A.S. committees, which
includes filling vacancies as required
and submitting the A.S. budget for
the upcoming fiscal year to the board
of directors for consideration.
Keeping a complete and permanent record of the A.S. bylaws and
See ELECTIONS, Page 4
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EDITORIAL

Trade Center bombing
leaves U.S. innocence lost
It’s timefir the US. to enter the
ram ofincTeased securityfor
the protection ofall.

The technology is present to install
more detailed and complex security
systems in the World Trade Center
and other locations.
People need to feel safe and comfortable in their homes, at their jobs.
The bombing of the World on the road and in airplanes
Already in the Silicon Valley firms,
Trade Center on Feb. 26 has made
New York City and the federal gov- security tags are required on the job.
ernment more aware of security mea- In the future, there may be heat sensitive templates that recognize finger
sures.
However, do we really feel safe prints.
Most modern apartment complexwith the ever-present security systems or do we take them for granted? es in New York and California have
It seems at the World Trade Center security doors at the front. George
Orwell’s vision of security television
they did.
This isn’t the first time in U.S. his- systems are present in specific locatory that terrorists have acted. Securi- tions, but there are ethical guidelines
ty build-ups are inevitable and need- to their use.
Who hasn’t looked twice at those
ed.
Mario Cuomo said the losses to electrical mirrors at the bank? Securithe city will be staggering. Will the ty systems are part and parcel of our
burden go on New York City alone? modern existence.
Will we see more terrorist attacics
The businesses in the World Trade
Center are now shuffling to rebuild
across the country?
And in the climate of a deteriorat- the center and to keep their businessing economy, the city and state of es operating at other venues.
The explosion at the center proves
New York will have to help rebuild the
the security needs to be build up so
center.
These are dangerous times and this type of thing won’t happen again.
limits of safety need to be broadened.

Letters to the editor
Cyclists blamed for mistakes from autos
Editor,
The Spartan Daily’s front page
article about Wednesday’s bicycle/
auto collision is misleading and
insensitive to the victim.
The writer describes the bicyclist
as being critically injured "when he
crashed into an open car door." This
characterization ignores the cause of
this tragedy
a careless driver
opened a car door in front of the
bicyclist. The writer’s description
helps perpetuate the myth held by
many drivers that bicyclists are
intruders on the roadways, with an
obligation to yield to motor vehicles.
In fact, the person opening the
door probably should have been
cited. I am (still) an avid bicycle commuter although the same thing happened to me.
In my ca.se the driver was cited

under VC 22517 of the vehicle code
for opening a car door into a lane of
traffic when it was unsafe to do so. I
now live with a permanent (fortunately minor) knee injury. Thanks to
another clueless driver, this bicyclist
might not be so lucky.
This article should have served to
remind motorists to look out for
bikes, by pointing out the accident’s
real cause, as well as reminded bicyclists of the importance of wearing a
helmet.
Maybe someday more of us will
safely enjoy riding and breathing the
air, instead of driving and turning it
brown.
Jeff Villepique,
Senior,
Environmental Studies/Biology
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Breaking horses and building legends at once
Buck Brannaman sat on
his horse Biff last week down
in Las Lomas, a town near
Watsonville, and spit only
once for every chew he stuck
in his cheek. Some rode fence
while others rode lawn chair,
watching this cowboy from
Montana help people on their
horses.
The interesting part about
Buck, though, is not really his
ability to swallow the juice that
should be sluiced, but the total
attention his horse paid to
Buck while he spoke to the
crowd of horse enthusiasts
who wanted to gain some of
his knowledge.
Buck travels all over the
country putting on these fiveday clinics with his wife Mary,
three horses and his dog Lyle.
His method of training is
one that teaches a horse to give
in to pressure instead of resisting it, which is easier to say
than do. It uses common
sense, but it’s one of those
things that makes a person ask
why they didn’t already think
of it.

There are a handful of people in the U.S. who don’t use
harsh training devices on
horses and conduct clinics to
show their training methods.
The oldest and most respected
is a man who lives in Gustine,
Calif., named Tom Dorrance
who wrote a book about his
method. At 83, he still holds
clinics, but his podium is not a
horse anymore.
Tom trained Ray Hunt, who
in turn taught John Lyons and
Buck. To people with horses,
these names are familiar and
respected.
The people who have never
seen Buck before recognize
him from Baily hat advertisements in magazines for horsemen, and so he is treated with
a kind of celebrity status
around the ranch where the
clinic is held.
From his boots and spurs to
his hat and chaps, he is able to
live up to his image that those
from Santa Cruz County have
come to expect from someone
from Montana.
Besides having people saddling, riding and actually
doing something with unbro-

ken colts within a day, he was
able to load a problem horse
into a trailer from his truck
within half an hour.
For the lady who had been
struggling with loading for
months, it was pretty amazing.
To go into the details as to how
it was accomplished would
talce more than a page.

Matt Smith

Get It Right

Someone once
said there’s nothing
like the outside ofa
horsefir the inside
ofa man . . .
Everyone should have a
hobby, and horses are as good
a one as any. Someone once
said there’s nothing like the
outside of a horse for the
inside of a man, and judging
by the composition of the
crowd, it is at least equally true

tor women.
Sure, someday I’ll be riding
off into the sunset on my perfectly trained sorrel, hat pulled
low on my head with a friendly western smile across my
lips, glad to have had the
chance to pick up some ideas
from Tom, Ray, John and
Buck.
In the meantime, I’ll just
keep going to college.

Matt Smith is a Daily
staff columnist.
His column appears every Tuesday.
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This is in response to a
writer’s forum written by
Theodore Schimdt, supposedly about feminism.
I agree 150 percent about
Tipper Gore. Having that
woman in a five-mile radius of
a position of power terrifies
me. However, her feelings on
censorship are not feminist,
and have nothing to do with
her sex, but with her upbringing.
And as far a.s I’m concerned, Hillary Clinton can
think whatever the hell she
wants. We didn’t select her as
president.
If she’s a good lawyer and
has some bright ideas about
how to fix this country economically, give her a chance.
She appears to be thinking a
lot more than any of the old
men sitting in the White
House wondering why trickle-

down economics never trickled. It’s her problem if she
decides to spend her life in
"bondage."
Unfortunately for Schimdt,
these two portraits are not of
the typical woman of today.

Ifyou prefer, the
lioness can simply
make the kill and
Cat it all hersql: Go
ahead and starve.
The working woman of
today is busy with the same
job her husband has (if not
better), as well as picking up
the kids from school, making
sure they get their homework

done and get to practice on
time, and then still have to be
home to cook dinner and
clean up after her lazy husband (I do agree on that
point), who comes home from
work and moves only enough
to reach the remote.
Yes, perhaps men should get
out of their La-Z-Boy for once.
However, instead of doing so
to make a woman’s life more
complicated than it already is,
they should try to lend a hand
(novel idea).
Being the bread winner isn’t
enough anymore: try going to
the store and buying the bread,
too. Besides, without the
lioness to catch the food, how
would those lazy lions eat? The
lion has been taking the food
from the lioness for a long
time now. If you prefer, the
lioness can simply make the
kill and cat it all herself. Go
ahead and starve.
OK. So women may need

Kelly Caufield

Campus Viewpoint
men to some degree. So
woman was made from the rib
of man (supposing the Bible is
right).
But had woman not existed,
you wouldn’t even be here to
complain. Man would still
exist today, yes, but only one
man Adam. Adam would,
without woman, sit for all eternity in the Garden wondering
what to do with himself.
Call home and thank Mom
you’re alive and well. And that
you, too, have knowledge.

Kel, Caufiel,
Freshman, Englisl

FORUM PAGE POLICIES
Any letter or column for
the forum page ma be mailed
to the Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily, Department of Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State University,
One Washington Square, San
Jose, Calif. 95192-0149.

Or articles may be faxed to
(408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST
contain the author’s name,
address, daytime phone number, signature and major, if a
student.
Contributions must be
typed or submitted on a 3.5
inch computer disk using

Microsoft Word on the Macintosh. Always bring a printout
of your submission.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and will be edited for grammar, libel and length.
Categories available to non Daily staff writers are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 -

to 500 -word essays on current
campus, political or personal
issues.
Submissions should be wer
researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up tc
200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view.
they are longer, they may bt
edited for length.
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

TODAY
AIESEC: Educational Meeting,
5:30p.m., Sweeney Hall 238, call
924-3453.
PLANNING
AND
CAREER
PLACEMENT: Resume 1, 2p.m.
SU Costanoan Room; Interview
12:30p.m. SU
Prepartation,
Almaden Room, 924-6033.
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
CLUB: Susco Food Show,
12:30p.m., IS 239, or Oakland
Colisieum; Con Vis Expo, 5:308:30p.m. San Jose Convention
Center, call Genet at 924-3197.
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CLUB: Meeting, 4:30p.m.,
SU-Costanoan Room, call Anita
at 241-2716.
JEWISH AWARENESS MONTH:
Lecture, Amos Funkenstein, The
Holocaust and its Narrative,
8p.m., Faculty Dining Room, call
Rina at 924-3685.
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:
Meeting, 5:30p.m. DMH 208, call
Linda at 729-7946.
MARKETING CLUB: Marketing
Communications, 4:30p.m., SU
Council Chambers, call Brian at
243-3497.
PRE LAW ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 6:30p.m. , SU Pacheco
Room, call Jennifer at 259-2785.
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT
SOCIEETY OF AMERICA: 25th
Anniversary Celebration, 7p.m.,
SU Guadalupe Room, call
Wendy at 248-5683.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student Galleries Receptions, 68p.m. Art Building and Industrial
Studies, Marla 924-4330; Lecture, Work In Progress., 5-6p.m.
Art Building 133, call Andy at
924-4328.
SJSU SYMPHONIC BAND: Concert, 7:30p.m., Misic Building
Concert Hall, call Dr. Read at
924-4645.
WOMAN’S RESOURCE CENTER:
Various Lectures, Workshops
and
Presentations,
10a.m.10p.m., various rooms in the SU,
for more Information call 9246500.

WEDNESDAY
ADVERTISING CLUB: Meet with
Chiat/Day S.F., 7p.m., SU
Almaden Room, Alan 924-7920.
AL-ANON -FOR FAMILIES AMD
FRIENDS OF ALCOHOLICS:
Weekly Meeting, 12-12:50p.m.,

Adminstration 269, call Carol at
(510) 438-2084.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Weekly Meeting, 12:15p.m.
Campus Ministries, 10th and
San Carlos, call (415) 595-2103.
ASPB: Concert "Havoc,"Scott
Free" and "Swift," noon, SU
Amphitheatre, RAT* line 9246261.
AND
PLANNING
CAREER
PLACEMENT: Marketing Your
Accounting Degree, 3:30p.m. SU
GuadalupeRoom; Intel -Employer Presentation, 12-2p.m., SU
Guadalupe Room; Co-op Orientation, 6p.m., SU Almaden room,
call CRC at 924-6033.
DISABLED STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Weekly meeting, noon,
SU Montalvo Room, 924-6000.
FANTASY AND STRATEGY
CLUB: Vampire, 5p.m., SUCostanoan Room, call Dan at
924-7097.
JEWISH AWARENESS MONTH:
Lecture, Media and Formulation
of Foreign Policy, 11:30a.m., SU
Almaden Room, call Anna at
379-6056.
PHILOSOPHY
DEPT.,
Prof.
William Blizek, "Ethics: A Point in
the Conversation," 5p.m., SU
Guadalupe Room, call Prof. Harwood at 924-4519.
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown
Baglunch, Students 25+, Creating YOur Ideal Job, 12 noon., SU
Pacheco Room Call Virginia
O’Reilly at 924-5930
SAFER: Club Meeting, 5p.m.,
WSQ 115, call 924-5468.
SJSU COLLEGE REPUBLICANS:
AS Candidates, 2:30p.m., SU
Montaluo Room, call Ed Rowen
at 247-0642.
WOMAN’S RESOURCE CENTER:
Various Lectures, Workshops
and Presentations, 9a.m.-5p.m.
Various rooms in the SU, call
WRC at 924-6500.

THURSDAY
B.A.S.E.: General body meeting,
6 p.m., Engineering Room 358,
call 292-7874.
JEWISH AWARENESS MONTH:
Movie-Behind Bars, 7:30p.m., SU
Costanoan Room, call Anna at
379-6056.
SEMPER Fl SOCIETY, Club
Meeting, 7p.m. Mac Quarrie Hall
RM 510, call Darren at 924-7854.
STUDENT
CALIFORNIA
TEACHER ASSOC.: BBQ, 11:30-1
p.m., 7th st. BBQ Pit.

SpartaGuide is available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations for free. Deadline is 5 p.m., two days before publication. Forms are available at the Spartan Daily, DBII
209. Limited space may force reducing the number of entries
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Emotions run high for ’Cheers’ star
RADNOR, Pa. (AP) - Kirstie
Alley says she cried for three days
after "Cheers" was canceled.
Alley, who played Rebecca for
six seasons, said in the current
issue of TV guide that Ted Dan son broke the news.
"At first, I thought it was a
good idea, but later I cried for
three days," she said. "In fact, I
went to the cast with a great pitch:
Instead of making this our last
season, let’s wean ourselves by

doing only six shows next season.
Then I started crying all over."
The last episode of the I 1 year-old series will be broadcast
in May. The show’s creators and
executive producers said they
were ending the barroom comedy
"too early rather than too late."
Alley says she’s going to focus
on the movies now.
"I love movies and I’m in awe
of movie stars. If there’s a progression to my career, that’s it."

You are invited to become a part of
Good News Missionary Baptist Church
A Church With A Heart For God And People
SUNDAY WORSHIP SERVICE 11:00AM
SUNDAY BIBLE STUDY 10:15AM
REV. NATHANIEL "NATE"NEWMAN, PASTOR
570 BLOSSOM HILL ROA!)
SAN IOSE (at Indian Ave)
(408) 497-1876 (408) 229-2566

Sacramento
From page I
give up your six-packs, just as he
says about welfare recipients,
and if you would spend more
money buying books and less
money partying you will be able
to do OK."
Her statement bolstered the
students’ general perception of
the Wilson administration’s
insensitivity to the plight of
today’s students.
Archie -Hudson told students
that "we understand that a lot of
you who are taking four, five, six
or seven years to get out of college are taking that time because
you are spending half of your
time working; we understand
that."
Tina Spitze, a senior environmental studies major at SJSU
and director of environmental
affairs for the Academic Senate,
said she found Archie-Hudson’s
speech inspiring.

Spitze said she shares the concerns of many of fellow SJSU
students. Spitze said that a lot of
students she has spoken with at
SJSU are very concerned about
finances.
She said she came to Sacramento because she is especially
interested in the sessions on
financial aid, which she believes
is in need of restructuring.
"Financial aid has just not
kept up with the fee increases,"
she said. In the CSU budget session, a heated discussion erupted over the discussion on budget
alter nat ives.
Karen Yelverton, associate
director of CSU governmental
affairs, called for students to
cooperate and work together
with her administration.
Angry student representatives
from San Francisco State University responded by criticizing
Yelverton over what they per-

ceived as hypocrisy based on
unresponsiveness of the CSU
administration to student concerns and suggestions in the
past.
Yelverton defended the CSU
administration by telling students that "we are not your
problem - Gov. Wilson is your
problem." According to Yelverton, CSU Chancellor Barry
Munitz and his staff requested a
budget that would have taken
care of all the problems now facing the CSU. The governor chose
not to grant the budget request.
"When the rubber hits the
road" with the budget process in
May, Yelverton told students to
"look at the votes because they
(legislators) are making easy
political decisions and it’s on
both sides:’ Democratic and
Republican.
The theme of greater political
awareness and active participation was echoed throughout the
day in all the issue sessions.
Nicole Launder, CSSA stu

Student arrested at
Sacramento rally
SACRAMENTO (AP) - A
San Francisco university student
was arrested during a noisy Capitol demonstration against potential fee increases and budget cuts.
About 400 state college and
university students marched
around the Capitol and staged a
rally on the statehouse steps
Monday when a group of shouting protesters moved inside.
State Police Lt. Aubrey Holloway said officers ordered the
students to leave because they
were disrupting the Capitol and
blocking access to the rotunda.
"Police surrounded us on
three sides," said Matthew Hoick,
a graduate student of physics at
California State University, San
Diego. "Students on the second
floor were shouting. The echo
was tremendous - ’Fight to Save
Education: "
Some demonstrators were
spitting on officers from a second-floor balcony, Holloway said.
According to both police and
demonstrators, some students sat
down in front of the door as officers, wearing riot helmets and
carrying batons, tried to force the
group outside.
"Things just kind of escalated,"
said Katherine Carter, a University of California, Santa Cruz,
sophomore who attended the
rally.
Holloway said officers tried to
arrest one student who was
blocking the door, but he resisted
and kicked at them. The student
ended up face down at the bottom of the steps outside, with
three officers on top of him.
Ile was handcuffed and arrested on charges of refusing to disperse, resisting arrest and assaulting officers, lolloway said.
Police identified him as Randy
Chavez, 25, a student at San Francisco State University.
Holloway said the three officers suffered scrapes, bruises and
sprains in the scuffle.
Students had a permit to
demonstrate 011 the Capitol steps,
but not inside, lolloway said.
"We’re California citizens. You
really don’t need a permit to go
inside your state Capitol," said
lolck, who described himself as
a designated "peace keeper" for
the protest.
The demonstration was part of

a conference sponsored by UC
and CSU student groups to lobby
lawmakers against fee increases,
budget cuts and other student
issues.
About 650 students attended
the weekend conference and
about 400 attended Monday’s
rally on the Capitol steps, where
some staged a ‘die-in: Left
chalked on the sidewalk were outlines of bodies, obscenities
against Gov. Pete Wilson, and slogans such as "Education is a
right" and "Police brutality is a
crime."
"We didn’t organize this event
to disrupt the Capitol," said
Donny Emerick of the UC Student Association. "The UCSA
organized the event to give students a change to lobby their legislators. But in the end, some stu
dents felt they needed to express
their views in another way."
He estimated about 100 students took part in the demonstration inside the Capitol. Police
said there were about 200.
"Some people still believe that
education should be free," said
Amador Brenneman, a San Francisco City College student. "I just
wanted to voice that and let people know that all of the students
aren’t going to take it. There’s not
going to be all of the apathy that
there was in the 80s."
At a news conference earlier in
the day, students urged lawmakers to retain a half-cent sales tax
increase, tax oil and cut state
salaries and college administration offices rather than increase
student fees again.
"Students have paid more than
their fair share of taxes through
fee increases," said Tobin Freid,
president of the UC Student
Association and a UC Santa Cruz
student.
Between the 1990-91 school
year and the current one, UC student fees have increased by
$1,200 a year or 74 percent to
$2,824. Fees for CSU have gone
up $528 or 68 percent to $1,308.
Wilson’s budget plan does not
propose any specific fee increases
for next fall, but it supports fee
increases to offset budget cuts.
The UC Regents and the CSU
Trustees are considering proposals to increase fees by more than
$1,000 per student.
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dent representative for SJSU
said, "now that there’s new blood
in the legislature, we’ll hopefully
have some movement." She
believes the education budget
should be policy -driven and not
fiscally-driven.
"We need to be looking longterm at what will happen to
higher education in California,"
she said.
As Archie-Hudson warned,
"one of the things that we’ve
found out in the last three years
is that as the money dries up and
as things get real tough, education is always having to defend
its very life."
Bearing that warning in
mind, students disbanded to
attend issue sessions and participate in legislative panels that
cohninated in a student rally on
the capitol steps on Monday
morning followed by a massive
lobbying effort by students to
fight for the continued "life" and
well-being of higher education
in California.

Poetry Reading and
Rap Contest
Open to all students.
Express your thoughts on
drug and alcohol issues
Believe in making
smart choices
When: March 1 1 th at 8:pm
Where: Dining Commons
Sponsored by the Pep Center
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Come Celebrate National Women’s
History Month
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SCOW FREE
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The Women’s Resource Center at
SJSU would like to invite you to a
celebration of women taking place
in the Student Union at SJSU.
Crafts faire and art exhibit today
through Thursday, March 1 I th.
Events start on the evening of the
8th and the end on the I Oth.
Don’t rniss this exciting celebrationl
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$3 Pitchers at glimeD
Come into Blimpie’s
During Happy Hour
MONTY COSME WART AN

DAIL

Jennifer Rigberg, director of academic affairs, left, and Tristan Loanzon, director of intercultural
affairs, discuss the budget on Monday afternoon in the Associated Student offices.

Elections: 1 8 fee goes a long way
From page I
legislation passed by the board
of directors and implementing
an internship program for
incoming board of director
members and executive officers
are some of the chief duties of
the vice-president.
The $18 association fee that
full-time students pay every
semester funds the A.S. yearly
budget. The controller is
responsible for keeping track of
this money as the A.S. financial
officer.
Layering said there are three
criteria needed as an executive
officer. "You have to be able to
work with every type of person
is the number one criterion.
You also have to be able to give
and take and third, to be able to
discuss one issue at a time. It’s
very important to distinguish

between issues."
The policy-making body of
the association is the legislative
branch, which consists of 13
directors. Some of their duties
include delegating specific
authority to the executive
branch and determining the
functions of the A.S. committees.
"It feels good that you are
able to listen and make actions,
because you have the power. All
you have to do is utilize that
power and your resources
towards fulfilling what your
position says," Tristan Loanzon,
director of intercultural affairs,
said about being on the board
of directors.
A judicial board makes up
the third A.S. branch. This
board includes four students
and two faculty members.

Together they have jurisdiction
in cases involving alleged violations of A.S. regulations.
Along with the three branches of student government, A.S.
consists of several committees,
including the Academic Senate
Committee,
the
principal
agency for forming and recommending policies to the university.
The $18 association fee also
goes into services offered by
A.S., such as the A.S. Business
Office, which is the accounting
organization for students;
Leisure Services, which offers a
wide variety of sports and
leisure activities; Program
Board, which provides campus
events like the Amphitheater
concerts; and Print Shop which
provides students and faculty
copying and graphic services.

Monday - Thursday
From 4 -
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Enjoy $3.00 Pitchers!
And grab a sandwich too!

80 E. San Carlos, Between 2nd & 3rd St. Ph: 947-1333

Get a resume
that does the job.
Full Service
Desktop Publishing

Do It
Yourself

Resume Package I

Off
20%
All Copies on

Includes a one -page typeset
resume on a 31/2 inch storage
diskette and laser print.

Resume Paper.

$24.95

Valid on orders over $2.50.
Must present coupon. One
coupon per customer. Not
valid with any other offer
and only at this location.

Resume Package II

Includes everything mentioned
above, plus 20 copies of the
resume, 20 blank sheets
and 20 envelopes.

kinky’s

$29.95

Requirements
From page
the beginning of school to add
the class, when most classes are
full:’ Margolin said.
Bruce Wilson, the WST coordinator, said students usually wait
until the last day to sign up for
the test.
"It will be too late to get the
result of the June 26 test before
the phone registration," he said.
Taking the test on April 27,
Wilson said, will give students a
chance to retake it in June if they
fail, "a chance you won’t get if you
do the test in June."

Margolin said students should
not expect anything to be mailed
to them regarding these new
changes in general education
requirements. "We don’t have the
money to do that," she said.
Students should consult their
advisers or the Assessment Center to ensure they are following an
appropriate program for their
general education requirements,
Margolin said.
The WST was previously only
a requirement for enrollment in
100W courses. With the new
changes taking place this fall, the

Martial arts
From page I
strength:’ Mariano said.
SJSU students were not the
only ones who participated.
Mira Zussman, religious
studies professor at the university, attended and spoke at the
fair.
"I hope that the Martial Arts
Fair will continue and expand
each year:’ Zussman said.
"At first it was not at all what

I expected. The first year I was
terrified. But aikido taught me
how to learn again. It made me
question everything
even
how to breathe again. Even
though I’ve given speeches, in
front of crowds and television,
the Martial Arts Fair was the
one event I have felt most honored to be a part of:’ Zussman
said.
Zussman spoke about aikido

in the Martial Arts Fair during
the aikido demonstration.
Zussman, who has been taking
aikido for a couple of years,
said that she felt aikido is a constant humbling. "Things that
look so simple are actually profound," Zussman said.
She said she wished that
more faculty should have been
involved because "it is important for a teacher to be the student again:’ she said.
"It makes you open to learning again, and the only way to
experience it is to do it."

NY horses live in triple-decker stable
NEW YORK (AP) Cynthia
lives in Manhattan; so does Jameson. Cynthia has a third -floor
walk-up on the Upper East Side,
Jameson has the same on the
Upper West Side. She has three
rooms. He has a stall.
Jameson is one of about 70
horses at Claremont Riding Academy, a 100 -year-old brick stable
that looks more like a tenement
house or a parking garage.
The stalls are on floors above
and below the riding ring, and
the horses make their way up and
down on ramps padded with old
firehoses.
Most of the horses arc owned

_

by the stable and hired out by the
hour, but Jameson belongs to
Cynthia Barnum, and every
morning as thc sun is just coming
up, they head out to Central Park.
On the six miles of bridle
paths, they can escape the otherwise seatnless cement and neverending noise of this city that
never sleeps.
All kinds of people ride at
Claremont but, because it’s New
York, they include U.N. ambassadors, fashion models, museum
curators, Wall Street wizards,
tourists and actors practicing for
their next movie.
And some of the horses have

appeared in soap operas and
posed for magazine ads to give
clothes that privileged country
living look.
But Claremont is unpretentious, and it gives people like Ms.
Barnum a way to ride every
morning and still get to work on
time. She runs her own consulting company and has two preschool daughters.
"Those poor stickers on the
train," Ms. Barnum said. "While
they’re coming into the city, we’re
out riding in the park. If you live
in the country, you never see your
horse because you’re always on
the train."

93 E. San Carlos St.
(across from McDonald’s)
295-4336

$9.95
Exp. 4/2/93

March
12 - 14

Break la
Afternoi
Capputto
Express
Yogurt

1

the copy center

Cover Letters, Additional Pages
WST is a requirement for most
upper division general education
courses.
Students who have completed
100W at SJSU or the Graduation
Writing Assessment Requirement
at another CSU campus, either by
course or proficiency exam, do
not need to take the WST.
Students can obtain WST registration forms in the testing and
evaluation office in Administration Building 218. Forms are also
available at the cashier’s office in
Wahlquist South 175.
The registration form and a
check or money order for $25,
payable to SISU, may be dropped
off or mailed to the SJSU cashier’s
office.
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39 S. Market
Mon -Fri 7:

Flossie & Oswald’s
Journey to Hell

A homeless junkie and an abandoned dog journey across some of the more Itellish asp
of Silicon Valley in an imaginative theatrical production, blending dance. Music and v
Nouveau Performance Tunipe, 855 S. 5111 Street; S8 general / SO students; 275-MI5.

March 13
1:30 p.m.

"The End of the World
As We Know It"

Imagine computers and robots the size of atoms and molecules! Nanotechnology expi
BC Crandall will give this fascinating presentation on how totnorrow’s engineers will
ate ultra-fast computers capable of entering the human body. The Tech Museum off
Innovation. 145 W San Carlos Street; Free with museum admission; 279-7150.

March 13
7:30 p.m.

Ireland vs USA

Boxing

As part of San Jose’s Irish Week festivities, the U.S. and Irish National teams ill me
ten bouts of world class amateur boxing. Civic Auditorium
Complex. Market St. & Park Ave.; S8 - $25; 288.6113.
Nro-

Call the San Jose Downtown Association’s 24-hour FYI line for
upcoming events at 295-2265, Ext. 483. For a free pocket-size
Downtown Directory, call 279-1775.
l:«,<A,osored by the Gay ol Sari ,ktse and the San Jose Fierfeyekennent Agency
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Jack In The Box
Monterey Academy of Hair Design
Kinko’s
Fred’s Coffee Roasting Co.
AB-CD EXCHANGE
Accutune
Queen’s Egg Roll
Scones
Blimpie’s

oast.

oft drink with order of Combo
0EGGRo
,00loolscount
a gnat good co jor students

743ritain

Lirealfast & Lunch
Afternoon Tea
Cappuccino
Expresso
’Yogurt

2 For 1

EAT IN & TAKE OUT

348 E Santa Clara St. (corner of Santa Clara and 8th) 293-3925

QUICK CASH 24 HOURS A DAY

FREE

Accredited by NACCAS
-..tokP.,- NI ,...---r,,,,,r, , -1 ’T11’
ammaiiia«...snor- atimmememe
-Licensing Preparation -Advanced Courses Available -Fully Approved for
Placement Assistance -Classes Forming Regularly - Student Work Only
No Student Request

Monterey Academy

Milpitas Beauty College
1350 S. Park Victoria Dr.
(Parktown Plaza Shopping Center)
Open Tues.-Sat. 262-7703

of Hair Design
345 E. Santa Clara St. San Jose
Open Mon. -Fri. 287-9868

SCONES

Visit our new ATM machine anytime day
or night for a purchase or just for quick cash
in any denomination!
duke

shampoo w/
student I.D.

-Acrylic Nails
-Plain Facials
-Nail Tips
-Plain Manicures
-Permanant Waves
-Hair Coloring

I ’’’..
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F.,.... ,v441-1
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Mon -Fri 9am- 10pm/ Sat-Sun 10:30am- 9pm

U.S. A7.1.2

$1 Haircut

NAP k0

AMERICAN, VIETIYAMESE,
CHINESE et MEXICAN

and

’Taste of
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Are You Listening.
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Mousy relishes a quick bout
with Jeterman (he’s out for
the count) as they both prepare for this weekend’s boxing matches featuring USA
vs. Ireland Tkkets available
by calling 998-BASS.
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iSourdough Breakfast Sandwich: Spicy Crispy Chicken Sandwich
i Served until 10’30un.
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TIRE ROTATION

COFFEE ROASTING CO.

Tire Rotahon (4 Wheels)
$
Drain Old Oil
Install New Oil Filter
Add up to 5 Ots. Premium Multigrade motor oil
Complete Chassis Lubrication
MOST CARS
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Five SJSU students take first step to Miss America Pageant
BY ALLAN HOVLAND
Spoten Daily Stall Writer

SJSU senior Regina Torres svas
awarded a $300 scholarship Saturday as the first runner-up in the
Miss Greater San Jose Scholarship
Pageant.
"I feel wonderful," Torres said.
"This is my first pageant and to
get to be first runner-up that’s
a tremendous success."
Torres, a senior majoring in
liberal arts, said she thought it
might be fun to be in a pageant,
so she called the Chamber of
Commerce to inquire.
"1 went through a whole line of
people and finally got hooked up
with Patty," she said.
Patty Botelho is the executive
director of the pageant.
Of the eight contestants in Saturday’s pageant, Torres was one
of five currently attending SJSU.
The other contestants from SJSU
were seniors Cristina Crawford
and Sandy Chen, freshman Renee

to San Diego in June to compete
for Miss California.
According to Botelho, the Miss
Greater San Jose Scholarship
Pageant is one of many pageants
held in the selection process for
Miss America.
She said each city or county in
the state holds a local pageant.
Those winners then compete for
Miss California. Miss California
Regina Torres then competes against 49 other
umpiring in liberal
women in Atlantic: City for Miss
America in September.
Chen learned of the pageant in
Bran and sophomore Jill Hardin. the financial aid office on campus.
The remaining three contestants She said, "I was looking through
were Meagan Smith, a freshman the scholarships, and there it
at Santa Clara University; Marisol was."
She said the pageant has
Herrera, a freshman at West Valley College; and Merci Malick, a changed a lot over the years. "It’s
not a beauty pageant at all it’s a
senior at Stanford.
Malick, who is majoring in talent contest."
The Miss America Pageant
both political science and communication, wa.s crowned Miss began in 1921 as a tourist attracGreater San Jose and awarded a tion for the Atlantic City board$1000 scholarship. She will travel walk in New Jersey. Botelho said a

’This myfirst
pageant and to get to
befirst runner-up
that’s a
tremendous success.’
SISU ’Cie.
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DO YOU REALIZE THE POWER OF THE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS GOVERNMENT?
Did you know that $18 of your
student fees goes to the Associated
ter-41.- -1104k
Students? When you consider the
number of students at SJSU, that
accounts for $1.1 million per year.
A.S. is also the voice to the university
A
and community. With this in mind,
-1//
/ can you really afford not to listen to 1.,Vvithe people who could potentially
IT
make important decisions about what
N
. ;.1
happens at SJSU?

CANDI DATE FORUM - THURSDAY AT 12:15 PM
IN TI-1 E STUDENT UNION ON THE UPPER PAD
SPONSORED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

group of women (not necessarily
from different states) were chosen
to walk the length of the boardwalk in swimsuits. The contestant
receiving the greatest crowd
response was crowned Miss
America.
The program began to change
in 1945. The main focus of judging criteria shifted from beauty to
talent and intelligence. Contestants were judged on their abilities as performers and spokeswomen rather than just on beauty. The program was further augmented by the addition of scholarships.
"This is the single largest
scholarship program in the country," Botelho said. Last year’s
scholarships totaled $10 million.
To compete in the pageant,
contestants must be between the
ages of 17 and 24, at least a senior
in high school and have some
kind of talent.
Entering the pageant is simple,
said Renee Thayn, a pageant
committee member. "All (the
contestants) have to do is fill out
an application and attend
rehearsals," she said. The pageant
has no entrance fee.
At rehearsals, the contestants
prepare for the selection process.
The judging is broken down into
four categories. Each category
represents a percentage of the
total score.
The categories are: talent, 40
percent; the interview, 30 percent;
the evening gown competition, 15
percent; and the swimsuit competition, also 15 percent.
Part of Saturday evening’s
entertainment included a performance by SJSU alumna Lisa Gonzales, last year’s Miss San Jose and
third runner-up for Miss California. Gonzales performed a ventriloquist act in which she sang
along with two puppets.
In the interview category, each
contestant is questioned for 10
minutes by a panel of judges
about her aspirations and plat-

MATT WALLIS - SPARTAN DAILY

Regina Torres, an SJSU senior and first runner-up in the Greater San
Jose Scholarship Pageant, pauses during a post-pageant party at
Baccarat restaurant Saturday night.
form, which is usually a topic of
public concern.
Promoting literacy, feeding
the hungry and abolishing drunk
driving were just a few of this
year’s platforms.
Botelho said the overall goal of

the pageant is for the women to
enjoy the experience.
"I entered the pageant to have
fun and enjoy myself,". Crawford
said. "I made seven new friends,
and it helped me set my goals
it’s a confidence booster."

GRADUATES IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ECONOMICS, MARKETING OR MIS:

Dog dies during second day of Iditarod
S’"11.1111.
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results were inconclusive.
Samples of the dog’s tissue
were to be flown to a laboratory
to determine a cause of death,
Potts said.
The 1992 race claimed one
dog. It died of heart failure.
The 1993 lditarod Trail Sled
Dog Race began Saturday morning with a 20-mile dash from
downtown Anchorage to the
suburb of Eagle River, where

mushers must unhook their 20dog teams and truck them
across the unfrozen Knik Arm.
Defending lditarod champion Martin Buser and musher
Dee Dee Jonrowe were the first
two out of the Finger Lake
checkpoint Sunday night, about
194 miles from Anchorage and
967 miles from the finish line.
Jonrowe left about 20 minutes
before Buser.
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ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
A little more than a day after
it began, the 1993 Iditarod
claimed its first casualty, a dog
that died about 150 miles from
the starting line.
The dog, running with musher Claire Philip, died Sunday
along the trail between Knik and
skwentna, race officials said.
Race coordinator Joanne
l’otts said preliminary autopsy
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RETAIL

Put your career on
the MAP with HCS!

CAREERS

Advance Into Management!
Circuit City Stores, Inc. Is The Nation’s Largest Specialty Retailer
Of Bond Name Consumer Electronics and Major Appliances
With 260 Stores Nalionwide and Growing and Over S3 Billion in SalesI
We’re Looking For:

We Provide:

tind the right financial career path you need a good
NI \
ind this through our Managetnent Associate Program, a
I o iti4 mill training program in our credit card operations (-enter.
Household Credit Services, Inc., is one of the TOP TEN
credit card issuers and one of the largest employers in Monterey
C :minty. We are a subsidiary of Household International, a
Fortune MX) c 011114111y.
Come meet with us on canipus to discuss how working
within our sophisticated operating units and exposure to a wide
range ot hicsiness functions will get your financial career off to a
pnverful start.

Structured Management Development Programs
with a proven record of success
Individuallyitailored Development Plans to maximize
your management potential.
Diverse Career Paths which provide continuing
professional challenges
Competitive salary, health & dental benefits
Challenging workplace

and

People *zoned by the last pace ol retailing,
who will work the necesaary nights and weekends.
Creative candidates with logical and analytical
problem -solving skills.
Customeroriented individuals capable of teaching
and motivating our associates to provide
high levels of customer service.
Competitive Individuals, eager to strive for
promotional opportunities and financial rewards.

Opportunities throughout the United State’.

Bright, energetic, enthusiastic
teem players.

self -motivated

.,,a* -7108115111

We Will Be Inturviewing On Campus
March 16, 1993 - Sign Up Today
in the Placement Center!
If You Comet Get On the Schedule,
Please Call Us!
Your Personal interview
SFor
%cc. %our

(arct.r

4111 1800 486-1677

platemunt center tor more delails

Noirlog Impaired, Coll I 800 111111500

Asir For Reference # WSN-SNGC

Household Credit Services

Management Trainee

Cali Hours:

Where opportunity is a Household word.
It you tan’t meet with us on campus, mail your resume to: Household credit Services,
n0041, Salinas, (:A 93912-0041. We are an equal opportunity employer.

A

Saturday 8 Sunday: 8am 2pm
Monday Friday: 7am 8pm

Inc.,
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World Events
Washington
Watch
Clinton may loosen
bank lending rules,
ease credit shortage
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Clinton administration will loosen
bank lending rules this week in an
effort to ease a credit shortage
blamed for holding back the economy, a senior Treasury Department official said Monday.
Later this year it will propose a
broader restructuring of the financial system, he said.
Deputy 1Yeasury Secretary
Roger Altman said President Clinton’s credit crunch proposals
would seek to spur increased lending by banks, particularly to job creating small businesses.
Many have blamed the current
weak economic recovery on banks,
which have hesitated to make new
loans even to customers considered creditworthy in the past.
Altman, speaking to international bankers, said the administration’s package "will modernize a
series of outdated regulations and
examiner attitudes and make it
easier for lenders to lend."
industry
Regulatory
and
sources say Clinton will outline the
changes Wednesday afternoon in a
speech at the White House to
bankers and small business executives.

SPARTAN DAILY san Jose State University

0 S. Korean reforms
seen as first test
for new regime
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - President Kim Young-sam on Monday fired
two key generals loyal to past militarydominated regimes to exert civilian control of the army and start with reforms.
Aides said Kim wanted to establish
control over the military before pushing
ahead with an anti-corruption campaign
and broad political and economic
changes aimed at abuses by previously
privileged groups.
1Nvelve days into his term, Kim
replaced the head of the powerful military intelligence agency and the army
chief of staff, and fired three Cabinet
ministers tainted by charges of ethical
misconduct.
The reshuffle was the first test of Kim’s
resolve to change 32 years of rule by military-dominated governments.

Haitian authorities
easily monitor
would-be refugees
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) The five flights of stairs to the U.S.
Embassy’s refugee and migration affairs
office were long ones for Jean-Robert
Dortilus. "This was a question of life or
death for me,"he said.
Dortilus, a 31 -year-old supporter of
exiled President Jean-Bertrand Aristide,
said he hopes a decision to leave his hiding place and come to the U.S. office
eventually will pay off with political asy-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SPRING BOUTIQUE - Stonegate
school. Sherlock Dr. near Tully.
March 13, from 10 -3. Crafts
people noted to rent a table MO.)
& attend. Call Cheryl 3635628.

CHEAP! FBI / US. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200.
$50.
86 VW
87 Mercedes
$100.
65 Mustang
Choose from thousands start $50.
FREE Information.
24 Hour Hotline.8013742929
Copyright # CA057510.

FOR SALE
YAJUNI & UWEZO
All
fabric, prints, incense,
T shirts, dashikis. 15 Stewart Ave.
San Jose. 408/2593220.

CHEAP! FBI / U.S. SEIZED
$200.
89 Mercedes
86 VW
$50.
$100.
87 Mercedes.
65 mustang.
$50.
Choose from thousands start $50.
FREE 24 Hour Hotline Reveals
GNeaway Prices. 801-379-2929
10016 PURE ADRENALINE
Experience the thrill of free falling Cocyright # CA057939.
from 10,003 feet at the Bay Area’s
cnly skydiving center. Come join us
HELP WANTED
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training, For the true thrill seek- BE A CLOWN! We are looking for
er, try an accelerated freefall children’s entertainers who do
course arid find yourself on the magic, faa3 painting lead games,
fastest road to tecoming a certified work with puppets or sculpture
skydiver, starting with a six hour balloon animals. Call FUN TIME
class and a mile long freefall the PRODUCTIONS at 2645701.
same day. Videos of your Jump
also available. Osvned and operat- MARKETING TRAINEE NEEDED
ed by SJSU students and grads. for small, local, inforrnal firrn. No
For more info caN (510)634-7575. knuckle-draggers please. Brains,
creativity & energy regarded as
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE assets. Reliable ady. PT/FT. Call
Your chance to be seen!!! now. Mark:408/2945478.
Mcdels wanted by top agencies al
over the country and the world. P/T CLERICAL WORK FOR
Break into the modeling industry Stockbroker. Need to know Word
nowl No experience necessary. Cal for Windows. Call Marty Diamond
M-F, 7am 4pm (408)947-2256.
for details. Tan (408) 2449737.

ALL GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS!
For important information on
upcoming events and activities,
please go to Student Activities
Office, Box 89. For additional
Infommtion call 408/3702102.

0 Neo-Nazis diarged
with murdering
three Turks
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) - 11,vo
rightist extremists were indicted Monday in the firebombing deaths of three
"[Inks that galvanized Germans into a
public offensive against neo-Nazi terror.
The two were charged with three
counts of murder, attempted murder and
arson for the attack in the northern town
of Moelln, according to Germany’s chief
federal prosecutor.
They reported the blaze to authorities
in a phone call they ended by saying
’Heil Hitler," the prosecutor said.
The November firebombing was the
deadliest in more than 2,200 acts of violence against foreigners in the past year.
The arson killed a 51 -year-old Rakish woman who had been a longtime
resident of Germany, her 10-year-old
daughter and her 14-year-old niece. Five
people were injured.
The firebombing outraged the nation,
triggered a government crackdown on
neo-Nazis and led to vigils against anti foreigner and anti-Semitic violence.

0 Norwegians protest
topless bars, send
bras to government

@ Fortune-teller
tells all about pets
for worried owners

OSLO, Norway (AP) - The bra reemerged as a symbol in the battle against
sexual discrimination on International
Women’s Day. But instead of burning
their bras, women were being urged to
mail them to the government to protest
topless bars.
Full -page advertisements in newspapers Monday urged women to send wornout brassieres to Minister of Social Affairs
Grete Knudsen.
Nonvegians are usually relaxed about
nudity. Women commonly appear topless
in parks and even on television. However,
the emergence of a few topless restaurants
and bars in Oslo has stirred protests and
even a confrontation between police and a
youth group outside a bar in January.

TOKYO (AP) - In Japan, where
pampered pets sleep on waterbeds and
use flush toilets, a fortune-teller is offering doggy divination, feline futures and
even counsel for cows.
Owners send in photographs of their
pet along with its birth date and blood
type. In exchange, they get a taped message from a professional soothsayer
addressing the cosmic concerns of the
owner and, presumably, the pet.
People want to know whether their
cats will get smarter, whether a cat and a
dog will learn to get along, or whether a
dog can truly share its owner’s feelings,
said Futoshi Ogi, spokesman for the
Astra advertising agency, which has foretold pet futures for four years.

tEW: STUDENT DENTAL PUN
Office visits, teeth cieaned and
xrays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your TEEM
Enroll nowl For brochure see
A.S. Office or call 800655-3225.
EARN MONEY
Promote yar organization
sellng anted sweatshirts.
Tshirts, hats. visors, migs,
decals, bumper stickers, etc.,
with your design or logol
Please cal to see just how
kw these prices can bel
Brainstorm Graphks:
4966343.
MATOMIZE YOUR RNANCIAL AID!
A dynamic guide offers proven
secrets for college students. plus a
comprehensive diectory of contact
sources. For free details, send a
seff-addressed stamped envelope
to: ASA, 2455 23rd Ave., S.F. CA
94116. Satisfaction guaranteed!

$8.00 PER HOUR.
67.00
Security - Full time Of part time
All shifts / Day, Swing or Grave.
Weekly Paychecks
Great union
Fur training
Vacatian Pay.
3 medical plans for F.T.
Dental / Vision Plans.
Requires: Reliabie transportation,
clean police record verifiable past
empioyment, good oomrntnication
skills, 18 + years.
Apply: 8 am.-5 pm. Monday. Friday
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott EiNd Santa Clara
Near 101 at San Tomas 8, Olcott
COUNSELOR / SKILLS TRAINER
with developmentally disabled
adults. 6 months exper. with D.D.
adults. Fremont 510/2260505.
RESTAURANT PART-T1ME
Day and evening shifts.
Excellent pay. Apply n person at
Pasta Mla,
2565 N. 1st St or
call Jan / Doug at 4357300.

WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 3 hours/week as a
CommuniN Friend, previding social
%neat to adults living with mental CRUISE SNIPS NOW HIRING Eam
$2,000+/month + world travel
illness. We tram 408/4360606.
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
etc.) Holiday, Surnmer and Career
AUTOMOTIVE
employment available. No expert
85 COLT PREMIER TURBO. air, ence necessary. For employment
4-door, 5speed, only 66k miles. program call 1-206-634.0468
Blue. loaner. $3,500. 924-5378. ext C6041.

Phone: 924-3277
ENTREPRENURIAL STUDENT DATA ENTRY ASSISTANT needed,
wanted for promoting speedreading work study only. Contact Trinh at
seminar. Resume to POB 911, 924-6316 for more information.
Cupertino, CA 95014.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
ARTIST NEEDED TO BOLDLY paint Many positions. Great benefits.
an ugly restaurant near campus. Call 1800436-4365 ext P-3310.
Help us tum a frcg Into a prince.
CASHIERS - CHEVRON. Two
993-8166.
locations. Flexible hours.Call
LOOKING FOR SPECIAL ED OR 2953964 / 2690337.
PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT to be a
COMPANION this summer for my BIUNGUAL STUDENTS WANTED.
mildly retarded 13 yr. old son. Use a phone & advertise my shop
Hours would be 8 am - 5 pm daily. ping center in a newspaper or
Some weekends and overnights. a magazine abroad. $10,000
Applicant needs to be CREATIVE, commission when sold. Call
flexible, POSITIVE and ACCEPTING Eric 245-3912 btavn. 8am & 3 pm.
of disabled people. Car is a must
References required. Good salary. SALES - HEALTH AND FITNESS
Call Charbtte: 415/9600538.
Full time posrtions available for
management trainees needed for
SMALL MATTRESS SHOP needs California’s fastest gnawing prolesPT/FT help. Close to SJSU. Jeans stifle’ martial art schools. OpportuOK. Study(I) during slow periods’ nity for rapid advancement to
Wow! All that & money, too! km& management for self motivated
enthusiastic team players. Karate
diate openngs (2). 984,1033.
experience helpful but not necesTEST SPECIALIST / INTERN. sary. Guaranteed base, plus =OConsulting Psychologists Press missions, bonus, trips and other
Inc., is seeking an intern for one great benefits. Call Mr. Benyessa
year. The successful candidate will at (510) 7137347.
have excellent written and verbal
skills, interpersonal skills, and pre INSTRUCTOR -For those who love
vious training in psychometrics, children. Exciting and energetic
test measurements or research people needed for pre-school
methodokgy. Must have a MA/MS children sports and recreation
or be enrolled in a MA/MS pro- program. Full & part time available.
gram. Please send resume & cover Salary plus bonus. Call Mr. Chung
letter to Maria V. Patrick, 3803 (510) 713-7347. Positions availEast Bayshore Road, Palo Alto, CA able throughcut te bay area.
94303.
SALES POSITION AVAILABLE.
Immediate full & part time positions. We’ll work around school
schedule. Must be energetic.
dependable and articulate. Base
pay $5./hr., but eam up to $10.
/hr. extra through commission. For
interview, phone Lark Ave. Classic
Canvash: 408/356-2525.
SUMMER mown.. INTERNSHIPS.
Most positions filled by Feb. Gain
valuable experience managing 68
employees, custanes & suppliers.
Avg eamings $6 - 16,000... Call
University Painting Pros, for
info./appl, call 1-8305255877.
‘SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Medical / Dental Benefits
Sick / Vacation Pay
Employee Referral Bonus.
Now hiring three parttime sextants
to work Tuesdays and Thursdays in
before & after school age childcare
programs. Offer full and part time
postions also available in both
before & alter school age childcae
programs and preschool programs.
Positiass great for both female and
male students. Substitute teaching
positions available fcr students
needng flexible hours or days off
for studying. With 24 locations, we
offer bts of advancement and
opportunity. Cal us, we’ll work with
your schedule. Minimum 12 units
needed h child development,
elementary education a recreation.
Call (408) 2574326.

HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAYI
The Job Finder for High Tech Silicon
Valley lists vakiable informatian on
700+ companies in the Silicon
Valley to help you find jobs that
OFFICE NEU’ NEEDED. Lookirg for suit your skill set. It allows you
AUTO INSURANCE
enthusiastic, professional high to act smart in your job search.
Campus Insurance Servioe
energy individuall Experience in Avadable at Spartan Bookstore.
Special Student Programs
communications, telemarketing,
Serving SJSU fa 20 years
computers & customer service. EARN $1,600 WEEKLY mailng our
’Great Rates for Good Drhera"
’Good Rates fa Non-Gooa Drisers" Great atmosphere. Hourly wage circulars’ Begin Now’ Free packed
plus commission. Contact Ron SEYS, Dept. 15, Box 4000,
SPECLAL DISCOUNTS
A.S.A.P. at Cellular Image. Call Coniava, TN 380184000.
"Good Studer**
267TALKII
Multi-car
"Falsify
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
CALL TODAY
Firm seeking to expand In Bay
$200. - $500. WEEKLY
2965270
Area. Sales reps and managers
Assemble products at home.
FREE QUOTE
You’re
pard
direct.
needed. Full time and part time
Easy!
No
selling
OBUGATION
NO HASSLE - NO
Fulty guaranteed. FREE Information avail. For more info regarding the
Also opal Saturdays 9-2.
24 hotr hoffine. 801-3792900. company, call Ryan at 9558281.
Copyright CA057550.
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lum in the United States.
On average, 100 Haitians arrive each
business day at the office, which opened
in January in a downtown bank building
to handle political refugee claims.
Refugee rights organizations charge
that the U.S. State Department is putting
Haitians in danger by requiring them to
come to the office if they want asylum.
The site can easily be monitored by
the anti-Aristide military, they say, and
the process takes too long.

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim tor products or
services advertised below nor Ls
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified column of the Spartan
Dolly consist of paid adverdskig
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

MI Tuesday, Mardi 9, 1993

HOUSINQ
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Big windows, bright and airy, with
dishwasher. air conditionirg, gated,
covered parking & onsite laundry.
Intercom building. Quiet, nice for
two roommates Of staff. 1 block
from SJSU. Fran 5625. per month.
Aspen Vint*e Tower. 297-4705.

NICE 3 BDRM. HOME. Pvt rcom &
bath. Pool, spa, garage, w/d, alarm
system. N/S. Almaden Valley.
$450.+1/2 util. 408/997-9526.
MALE OR FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted own mom. $362.50/mo. +
ubl. Saratoga/Kr* area, available
now. Non-smoker. Call Larry:
2463535 or 510/4494699.
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
Reduced rate for students.
Walking distance to campus.
CaN 280.7190 or 298-3033.

WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
’STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS’
Membership open e..-1,siety
to SJSU Students, Alumni, and
Advisory Faculty!
Seances include:
$ Auto Loans $ Personal Loans $
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Exceptional "latest!’
Cons,enient bcation:
48 S. 7th Street, Suite 201
San Jose, CA 95112
Call for mom info: (408)947-7273.

2 BDR./1114. 1 Mock horn SSU.
ELECTROLYSIS CUMC!!
Free basic cable, laundry room,
Unwanted hair removed farever.
parking modem appliances. Rent
Specialist Confidential.
begins at $725./mo. + $500. dep.
Disposable or your own prote.
For information call 971-0869 or 335 S. Baywood Av. San Jose. Ca.
see manager at Royale Apts, 485
Call 247-7486.
S. 9th & William St Also &meeting
applications for FaN semester.
50% DISCOUNT1
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
LARGE 1 BDRM. APT. in victorian.
Enhance your nattral beauty!!
1/2 block from SJSU. Very nice!
Eye Uner - Lips - Eyebrows,
parkng, $595./ + dep. 264.4089.
&pies 5 31 - 93.
406-3794500
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
2 bedroom./2 bath start $770.
621E Campbel Ase. #17.
WaNi or ride bike to school. Ample
Campbell, CA 95008.
parking, garage available Secured
entrance. Cable TV avail. Laundry MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT
facilities. Remodeled, roomy & very HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving,
clean. Call Manager 288-9157 waxing, tweezing or using chem
leave message.
cals. Let us permanently remove
your unwanted har. Back Chest Lip Bikini - Chin Tummy etc.
Students di faculty 15% discount
VIDEO SERVICES SPECIAUMNG 1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
in weddngs. Recording, editing and 5/31/93. Hair Today Gone
duplication. Affordable and proles. Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
sional. Cal 408/7231813.
*17, Campbell . (406) 3793500.

SERVICES

MAC REPAIR & UPGRADES
Affordable & Apple certified. Call
for quote, Glen at 2456759.
WRMNG & RESEARCH Services.
Temi paper & thesis preparation
and assistance. AN subjects. Qualified writers on every topic. Editing.
Reavritng, Resumes. ESL students
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,
satisfactory service. Improve your
grades! (Berkeley) 510841-5036.

DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE
SPECIAL! Tired of loud music
when you need to study or your
favorite sweeter missing in action?
Live alone just minutes from SJSU.
Spacious studios froni only S495. WRMNG, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Temi paper assistance. Versatile,
Call Stephanie - 408/5786800.
expert staff. Experienced with ESL
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 or 3 bed- students. Emergencies welcomed.
room flat In old Victorian near Call taints 800477-7601
campus. 282-1505.

BREAST ENLARGEMENT.
Medically proven non-siegical.
Safe. Natural. Only $220.
Body Imaging (408) 3744960.
IMMIGRATION / BUSINESS
16 yrs of legal experience
H1, labor cert, green card
corporation & business.
Lay Offices a Stanley K. Yim
2021 The Alameda, Suite 350
San Jose, CA 95126
TTD 408/249,9532
Voice 408/2499567.
REPAIR YOUR CREDIT RATING!...
Plus fill your bank account with
casN kr free details, write Asun &
Foley Intemnses, 21 Berkshire Ave.
Redwood City, CA 94063.

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK GET-AWAY!
Cabo San Lucas Mexico - 5 days!
$309. per person. Discount airline
tickets and morel Voyagers Trasel.
Ionia 374,3934.

FAX: 924-3282
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers / theses our specialty Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul or Vignia 408-251-0449.

HEADING FOR EUROPE this
summer? Only $209.11 Jet there
ANYTIME for $269. with AIRHITCHI
(From L.A. - Hawaii - $129.,
New York - $129. each wayl)
AIRHITCH 49 310394-0550.
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii, Mexico, Europe, U.S.?
Make your vacation plans now.
Call for low airfares. Arlene:
408/997-3647.

WORD

PROCESSING

CREATIVE RAce415 Desktop Publishre
Term papers, reports, resumes.
Affordable! 408-3640806
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 266-9448 for full
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
structure, punctuation; format
(APA, Tumbler’, MLA); table/graph
preparation; custom post-script
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
Resume/cover letter preparation.
International Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area. 7:30am8:30pm.

CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced, professional word
pocessing Theses, term papers. FRIENDLY 1,VORDPROCESSING &
group projects, etc. AN formats
TRANSCRIPTION. Profess iona II
including APA. Laser printer.
home typist w/ Laserlet printer.
Transaietion and Fax services
$2.00 / double spaced page.
available. Almaden/Branham area. Open almost 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. Term papers,
Call for appointment
resumes, correspondence, etc.
(408)264,4504.
West San Jose near Cupertino.
Suzanne:4465658.
CREATIVE RASCALS Desktop Publishing
I MATE TO TYPE1
Tenn papers, reports, resumes.
Affordable! 4C6-3640606
If this got your attention,
grve yoirset a treak.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Let me do k for you!
Free pick up ard delisery.
Word processing! Theses, term
papers, nursing & group projects, $2.00 per double spaced page /
$5.00 mnirnurn.
resumes, letters, manusaipts,
Carl Julie: 998-8354.
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laserlet Alll
formats plus APA. Spear% punctie
aeon and gramma- assistance. AIN PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing Term Papers
work guaranteed! Save $5$ with
Theses, Graduate Wak, APA &
referral discounts! FOf wonyfree,
Turabian. Desktop Publish%
dependable, and prompt service,
Graphic Design & Laycut
call PAM at 247-2681 (8am-eipm).
Laser Output.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
WORD PROCESSOR
Retired seaetary. Let me do the
V. I. P. Graphics
typirg!! Resumes, term papers,
Nea Oakricige Mal 3639254.
theses, etc. Grad & undestead.
IBM Comp/Laser printer.
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER gets the
Available days
best grades. This English teacher
has 30 years’ experience typing
(ems/weekends by appt)
Appointment necessary.
and welcomes foreign students.
Cal Arna 97245992.
Best rates! Fast servicel
Call Barbara at WRITE/TYPE
SANTA CLARA SECRETARIAL (408) 2957438.
Service. (408) 984-2268 - Near
SCU. Term papers, resumes, etc.

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVERT1SING THAT WORICS!
Print your ad hers. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

MOODEIMMOCIDOMMOMEIMODOODO
MOODEICIOCIMMODOOODOECIOMEMOO
MOODOODOEIDEICIODOMOOMMOMME
DOCEIODOCIODOCIDOODOODOMMOMETILI
Ad Rates: 3 line minimum
Ores
Twe
Three
Day
Days
Days
7 lines
55
57
59
4 lines
56
S10
58
5 laves
57
511
59
611nes
510
512
58
SI for each additiorsal line

Nan.
Few
Days
511
512
513
514

Five
Days
513
514
515
516

After the flfth day, rate Increases by $1 per day.
First line OS spaces) di bold hee charge
Up to 5 additional words available in lxid for 53 each

SEMESTER RATES
’3-9 lines: S70. 10-14 lines: S90.
15-191ines:$110.

Please check /
your classification:

Addeens
,,ne& Slate

Zipcode

Mon!

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, U. 95192-0149
( lassified desk is located in DWighl Bente!
Roorn 209.
II Deadline. Tyso days before pubkation. MI All ads are prepaid.
MI Consectltivv ptlblic a t ion s da If". only II No refunds on canceled ads
QUESTIONS? CALLI409) 924-3277

Af111,111l.1.111%
- Automoree
- Elect:ono
Fa Sale
Greek
_ Help Wanted
_ Housing
- Lost and Found
- Seances
Noel
_ Tutoring
- Word PtSX swans]
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SPA RTA N I )A I I,Y

Spartans win three of
four against T-Birds
BY HECTOR FLORES
; roan Daily Chu! Wilier

The Spartan baseball team
enjoyed the sunny weekend
weather by winning three games
against Southern Utah in a fourgame series.
On Friday, SJSU continued to
show strong offensive power.
After coming off the 19 run performance against Valparaiso on
Wednesday, the Spartans (10-5)
punished the Thunderbirds (218) with 17 hits in an 11-2 victory.
The Spartans were led offensively by second baseman Mike
Carrigg, who went 3-for-5 with a
two-run homer in the bottom of
the eighth inning.
Designated
hitter Gerad
Cawhorn also put in a strong 3for-5, two- RBI performance.
SJSU jumped out to a 5-0 lead
in the second inning and never
looked back as right-hander
Shane Carley (1-0) pitched eight
innings. He gave up only four hits
while striking out eight batters
with no earned runs
The first game of a doubleheader on Saturday lacked the
defensive intensity and leadership
of senior shortstop Dave Zuniga,
who sat out due to an injured
ankle he sustained in Friday’s
game.
The Spartans scored seven
runs on nine hits, but three defensive errors and lackluster performances from the pitching staff
enabled the Thunderbirds to
come away with a 15-7 victory.
"I was really disappointed
about the loss," head coach Sam
Piraro said. "We had a breakdown in all areas and our pitching
wasn’t what we hoped it would be.
It was our worst outing of the
year."
Right-hander Roberto Lopez
gave tip five earned runs in twoand -a-third innings to pick up his
first loss of the season.
The Thunderbirds were led by
third baseman Karl Hermanson’s
three-run homer in the seventh
inning.
Game two of Saturday’s doubleheader saw the return of Zuni-

ga, and the Spartans responded
with a 2-1 victory.
"Our plan was to keep him
(Zuniga) out all weekend, but we
couldn’t afford to do it," Piraro
said.
"We tried to sneak it by on Saturday, but it wasn’t the logical
move, so we went back to him.
He’s very valuable to this team."
Zuniga’s presence helped the
Spartans to a error-free performance.
"When I play, I just look to
take a little leadership for some of
the younger guys," Zuniga said.
"I try to lead by example. I
really don’t say much, but I figure
if I go out and do my job well,
they’ll pickup and follow."
Solid pitching was turned in by
right-hander Dave Sick, who went
five-and-two-thirds innings, but
right-hander Richard Smith
earned his first win of the season
by allowing no hits while striking
out three batters in two innings.
Carrigg and designated hitter
Tim Gavello both paced the Spartans with RBI singles.
After a team meeting, the
Spartans cranked out an impressive performance on Sunday,
dominating the Thunderbirds 17O.
"We said things that needed to
be said. We were upset about
splitting Saturday’s double-header, and we pretty much came out
and played like we should," Zuniga said.
The scoring started in the first
inning when first baseman Eric
Pitt drove in Zuniga with an RBI
single to center field to take a 1-0
lead.
After adding another run in
the third inning and three in the
fourth, the Spartans erupted with
six runs on as many hits in the
sixth inning.
SJSU sent 10 batters to the
plate and was led by Gavello’s
two-RBI double down the first
base line that drove in Zuniga and
catcher Brandon Peterson.
The eighth inning didn’t get
any better for the Thunderbirds
as the Spartans scored another SiX

runs, led by Cawhorn’s towering
two-run homer to left field.
"It was a hanging breaking ball
and I hit it. I really didn’t think it
was going to get out, but I looked
back and it was gone," Cawhorn
said.
Also contributing were center
fielder Laverne Thomas and right
fielder Paul Soares, who both hit
two-RBI singles in the game.
Right-hander Joey Chavez
earned his fourth victory of the
season in seven innings of work.
He allowed no runs on three hits,
while striking out three batters.
The top of the third inning was
all Chavez, as he accounted for all
three outs. First he struck out second baseman Allen Enochson,
and then made a great snag on a
hard driven ball by catcher Pete
Woods that caromed off the
pitching mound, but still managed to make the throw to first.
For the third out Chavez
chased down a grounder by
shortstop Doug Fystro, beating
him to first base to make the
unassisted play.
"I’m just going to do my job
every time I get the ball," Chavez
said."I try to take every inning
like it’s the bottom of the ninth."
Chavez’s progress has become
very pleasing to Piraro.
"Anytime Joe’s on the mound,
you know you’re going to get your
money’s worth," Piraro said.
After rain forced the cancellation of seven consecutive games
in late February, SJSU made good
use of the clear skies by playing
four games against the Thunderbirds in three days. But Piraro
wishes the Spartans had more
games under their belt.
"The rainouts really killed us,"
Piraro said. "That (cancelled)
Northridge series was real critical
because it would have been a real
measuring stick for us, in terms
of where we are."
"We need to show we can beat
a real good opponent."
The Spartans will face one
today, as they go against Cal
Berkeley at Municipal Stadium at
2pm.

Giants lose again
CHANDLER, Ariz. (AP)
Kevin Reimer homered in the
second inning and hit an RBI
triple that snapped a tie in the
fourth as the Milwaukee Brewers
beat San Francisco 6-3 Monday
for a third straight exhibition victory.
Milwaukee left-hander Teddy
Higuera, a former 20-game winner trying to come back from
rotator cuff surgery, picked up
the win in relief as he faced major
league hitting for the first time si
Higuera allowed one hit and
no walks in two innings in relief
of starter Jaime Navarro. He
retired three hitters on ground
balls to third and left after throwing 23 pitches.
"I feel happy," Higuera said.
"There was no pain and that’s
beautiful."
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Call for
Summer
fares

TARA MURPHY SPARTAN DAILY

Tisha Hiraishi returns from the baseline against an opponent
from Cal State Northridge. The Spartans lost the match 6-0 on
Sunday, but beat USF yesterday 5-4.

SJSU Spartan CheerleadIng Workshop
For the 1993 Football hall Cheer
Squad Monday, March 15, 1993
Applications and information packets are available
in the Student Activities and Services Office (Old
Cafeteria Building). Please return applications to
the tudent Activities and Services Office by 5:00
pm Friday. March 12, 1993
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For more information contact Phil Sandets: 408)924-5950
Funded by Abs.:rated Students

New York
Frankfurt
Paris
Bangkok
Rio
Delhi

$179*
$225*
$299*
$380*
$495*

$588*

fares are each .ey Mom San FROCISCO based on a
roodoopurchase Someresticnonsappfe Toes
not included foes ere subject to change without
nonce Call Mr other student fares to worlende
destrnahons

Council Travel
394 University Ave. #200
Palo Alto CA 94301

415-325-3888
Call about our European
Language Centers

OPEN HOUSE
Informational Presentation
Thursday, March I I, 1993
5:00 pm to 8:00 pm

kI

IN YOUR FUTURE

I disc the first step to LOC in your tonne with our dynamic. leading edge technology. (hir
new contract, with top communications providers have established us as the recognized
industry leader in Fiber In The Loop (FITL) technology. That role is secured by our
exceptional products, the LOC.-2 and LOC-2i Fin. systems and RIDES* software. It’s
that excitement we want to share with you through the following undergraduate and
graduate -level opportunities:

HARDWARE SYSTEM TEST ENGINEERS

so}"rwn RE SYSTEM TEST ENGINEERS
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
(ail

Firmware Test Network Provisioning

DIGITAL DESIGN ENGINEERS
ASIC DESIGN ENGINEERS
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS (MEs & EEs)
5:00 - 5:30 p.m. Ilors d’oeuvres
5:30 6:00 p.m. Presentation
(Learn about FIT!. technology and the emerging telecommunications
industry)
6:00 - 8:00 p.m. Discussion and Interviews
To find 011i more. R.S.V.P. today by culling (415) 6N8-2396, or see your Career Planning
and Placement Center for details. As a Raychem company, wc can offcr you competitive
salaries and henelit, including medical/dental insurance, educational assistance and 401(k).
If you are unable iir attend our Open House, we would still like to hear from you. Send your
resume to: Rayne’ Corporation, Attn: Human
J
Re SOUTCCS. Dept. MM -25, 155 Constitution
Drive, Menlo Park, CA 94025-1106. Or Fax
it to. (415) 324,6711. E0E. LOC is a trade
mark irl Raynct Corporation. RIDES is a
registered trademark of BellSouth F:nterprises
licensed to Rayner
Raynet is located in Menlo Park off Highway
101 and near the Dumbarton Bridge.

Raynet

.1( )STENS
TODAY THR()UGH FRIDAY
3/8-3/12
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

